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Abstract: The understanding of evacuation processes is important for improving the effectiveness
of evacuation plans in the event of volcanic disasters. In terms of social processes, the enactment
of evacuations in volcanic crises depends on the variability of individual/household responses.
This variability of population response is related to the uncertainty and unpredictability of the
hazard characteristics of volcanoes—specifically, the exact moment at which the eruption occurs
(temporal), the magnitude of the eruption and which locations are impacted (spatial). In order
to provide enhanced evacuation planning, it is important to recognise the potential problems that
emerge during evacuation processes due to such variability. Evacuation simulations are one approach
to understanding these processes. However, experimenting with volcanic evacuations in the real
world is risky and challenging, and so an agent-based model is proposed to simulate volcanic
evacuation. This paper highlights the literature gap for this topic and provides the conceptual design
for a simulation using an agent-based model. As an implementation, an initial evacuation model
is presented for Mount Merapi in Indonesia, together with potential applications of the model for
supporting volcanic evacuation management, discussion of the initial outcomes and suggestions for
future work.
Keywords: agent-based model; evacuation model; risk perception; Mount Merapi

1. Introduction
Mount Merapi is located near the densely populated city of Yogyakarta and is one of the
most active volcanoes in Indonesia [1,2]. Merapi has a centuries-long record of numerous violent
eruptions [3]. These dangerous events are likely to continue in the modern era and the recurrence of
large explosive events on Mount Merapi is likely in the future [2]. The physical condition of Merapi’s
environment, which is suitable for farming and tourism, attracts people to live in and visit the area
even though it is prone to volcanic disaster. It has been identified that there are more than 50,000 people
living in the danger zone surrounding Merapi, even though they have themselves experienced several
eruptions [4]. Moreover, many people have refused to relocate, despite the 2010 volcanic eruption
having damaged their settlements [5,6]. It is therefore important to provide better evacuation planning,
as this is the only way to reduce the risks for the nearby population.
An important means of reducing the risk presented by volcanic eruption is through the provision
of effective evacuation plans. However, people do not always respond positively to evacuation orders
in volcanic crises. Although it is believed that people are aware of the decision to evacuate following
an order from the authorities during a crisis [7], based on the experiences of the 2006 and 2010 Mount
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Merapi crises [4,8], it appears that people’s slow evacuation response remained the major problem
that led to fatalities. It was claimed that the response to the last eruption in 2010 was better planned
than for previous eruptions; however, the casualties were higher than in 2006 due to the unanticipated
changing of the intensity of the eruption.
Various study attempts relating to the reduction of physical and social aspects of the risks
relating to Mount Merapi have been made (Table 1). The physical aspects considered mainly relate
to the identification of hazards, based on historical events, seismicity, modelling/mapping, material
sediment/deposit characteristics and ground-based/remotely sensed-based monitoring. The social
aspects are related to disaster/risk management, decision-support systems, disaster impact, population
responses and characteristics, and evacuation decisions/management. There is a lack of research,
however, on evacuation simulation and its importance in supporting the provision of better evacuation
plans [9,10].
Table 1. Existing studies of Mount Merapi.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Research Focus
Disaster/risk management
Decision support for disaster/crisis management
Historical events
Sediment/deposit characteristics
Hazard mapping/modelling
Impact of eruption
Seismicity
Activity monitoring
Population response, characteristics, perception and vulnerability
Factors influencing evacuation decision
Hazard characteristics
Lessons from past evacuation management

References
[7,11–15]
[16–19]
[2,3,20]
[21–24]
[25–30]
[30–32]
[33,34]
[35–37]
[38–44]
[9,45]
[46–49]
[4,50]

Various aspects should be considered in order to provide modelling for volcanic evacuations,
including socio-demographic attributes, behaviour, and spatial and temporal aspects. The population
response is composed of the nonlinear mechanisms of social processes, and such responses are highly
stochastic rather than deterministic. The model therefore needs to utilise an appropriate approach to
accommodate this nonlinearity. Nowadays, agent-based modelling (ABM) is considered an adequate
model to simulate such nonlinear processes [51,52]. This approach, with the integration of geographic
information systems (GIS) to model spatial aspects, is considered appropriate. The integration of GIS
into ABM is known as spatial agent-based modelling [53], or georeferenced agent-based modelling [54].
The conceptual integration of both GIS and ABM is provided successfully by Brown et al. [55], in which
GIS is used as the spatial data-model representation, and ABM is used as the model for the processes.
This approach can be used to model and simulate complex systems and represent the results of the
spatial processes as spatio-temporal information.
This article, which comprises a conference paper published by Jumadi et al. [56], highlights
the lack of research available in the literature related to evacuation modelling for Mount Merapi,
provides a conceptual design for the simulation using spatial ABM and explores its potential use in
supporting evacuation management. This paper contributes to the development of ABM for large-scale
evacuation simulation, which integrates the hazard model, an aspect that is absent from the literature,
especially regarding volcanic hazards. For further explanation, Section 2 presents the background to
agent-based simulation in support of the evacuation decisions modelled; Section 3 outlines the concept
of the volcanic evacuation model; Section 4 presents the initial model design, implementation and its
potential use in support of evacuation management; Section 5 specifies the future direction of research
to validate this model, while Section 6 discusses the initial results and future work.
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2. Spatial Agent-Based Modelling to Support Evacuation Management
Evacuation simulation is an important tool for the support of evacuation management [10].
The example put forward by De Silva and Eglese [10] shows that evacuation simulation can
be used to test contingency plan scenarios. Their simulation integrates GIS and simulation
models to develop simulation-based spatial decision support for evacuation planning. However,
creating realistic evacuation scenarios is challenging because various factors need to be taken into
consideration [57], especially the modelling of evacuee behaviour, which is very important in defining
the evacuation outcome.
Evacuations from various types of hazard have been modelled through various approaches,
based on the details of evacuee behaviour. Some examples of these, ranging from macroscopic to
microscopic levels, depending on the evacuee behaviour detailed in the model, are presented in Table 2.
A macroscopic model is unable to capture the level of variability of population behaviour that can be
achieved through a microscopic model [58], whereas a mesoscopic model compromises both micro and
macro outputs [57]. Evacuation modelling uses varying methods such as GIS [59–62], ABM [63–68],
numerical models [58,69,70], cellular automata [71], linear programming [72], game theory [73] and
logit models [74,75]. Of these studies, only a few are concerned with volcanic evacuation, such as
Marrero et al. [59,60], but, in these, the behaviour of both volcanoes and population is inadequately
considered in the models (macroscopic).
Table 2. Existing research on evacuation modelling.
Modelling Type and Method

Hazard

Macroscopic
Agent-Based Model

Hurricane [76]

Geographic Information System

Volcanic [59,60,77];
Earthquake [61]
Generic hazard [78]

Mathematical/numerical model

Earthquake [69];
Generic hazard [70];

Genetic algorithm

Generic hazard [79];
Flood [58]

Discrete choice

Hurricane [80]

Mesoscopic
ABM and numerical simulation

Tsunami [64]

Linear programming

Hurricane [72]

Microscopic

Agent-Based Model

Fire/building-damage-related hazard [65,81–85];
Generic hazard [66,86,87];
Tsunami [67,88,89];
Hurricane [63,68,90–92];
Earthquake [93,94];
Flood [95,96]
Wildfire [97]

Cellular automata

Generic hazard [71,98];
Fire [99]

Dijkstra’s algorithm, virtual reality Visualisation

Flood [100]

Particle swarm optimization algorithm

Generic hazard [62]

Game theory

Fire [73]

Micro-simulation

Generic hazard [101]

Mixed logit

Terror attack [102]

The involvement of the behaviour of people in the evacuation model is important since evacuations
are composed of complex social processes. Social processes are nonlinear and dynamic, and the
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studies relating to them are categorised as investigating complex adaptive systems [52]. For many
years, social scientists have tried to understand particular social processes by means of simulation
environments [103]. In this field, simulation means running simplified versions of social systems
that might occur in the real world. Such simulation is essential for several purposes: to obtain
understanding; to predict the consequences of particular social processes; to substitute human
capabilities; training; entertainment; and to assist in discovery and formalisation [104]. Although
many techniques are suitable for social process simulations, including cellular automata, artificial
intelligence and ABM, ABM is the only one that can accommodate the high level of complexity of
a system and instantiate interaction between agents at the same or different levels [104]. It can be
used to model social entities, their behaviours, social attributes, and properties that emerge from their
interactions. Spatial data from GIS can be involved in the simulation environment, to match with
particular geographic locations.
ABM is defined as a computational method that enables a researcher to create, analyse and
experiment with models comprised of agents that interact within an environment [103]. This term
is used interchangeably with the terms ‘agent-based systems’ and ‘individual-based modelling’
(IBM) [105]. Macal and North [105] introduced a complete term for modelling and simulation based
on this technique of agent-based modelling and simulation (ABM). Agents can be separate computer
programs or can take the form of distinct parts of a program used to represent social actors such as
individual people, organisations such as firms, or bodies such as nation states [103]. Modelling is the
act of creating a model of something for a particular purpose, such as to describe it, understand it,
or derive certain properties [106]. A model is defined as a simplified representation or ‘abstraction
of reality’ [107] and a simulation is defined as the imitation of a system through a prototype of the
system, in order to find the flaws and problems inherent in it so as to rectify them [108]. An agent can
be represented in a spatially realistic environment involving a GIS. The integration of GIS and ABM
has been discussed in numerous pieces of research and is known as spatial agent-based modelling [53]
or georeferenced agent-based modelling [54].
ABM has advantages in modelling the complexity of interactions between social and physical
environments [109], which make it appropriate for modelling certain emergency conditions in silico
to provide greater understanding of them [110]. It can model the dynamic changes of hazardous
environments, as well as the behaviour of people in response to a disaster [67], so that the simulation
outcomes can improve the understanding of evacuation processes and optimise evacuation plans [57].
For a more realistic model, spatial data can be integrated in the model at various scales [110] ranging
from small areas (e.g., [65,81–84]) to large areas (e.g., [63,68,90,91]), depending on the type of hazard
being modelled. For example, fire may only impact a building, while an earthquake or tsunami can
destroy a city or region. Some simulations proposed for a specific hazard integrate the hazard model
in the ABM simulation and can therefore provide a more realistic model of interactions between
human and hazard—for example, the fire dynamics simulator [81], numerical simulation of tsunami
propagation [67], the tsunami inundation model [88] and hydrodynamic simulation of a flood [96].
Meanwhile, the evacuation models proposed for generic hazards are developed without the integration
of the hazard model (e.g., [65,82,83,90,111]). Given that the hazard is spatially dynamic, providing this
dynamic mechanism is significant. The hydrodynamic-using numerical simulations for tsunami [67,88]
and floods [96] are examples of the integration of the hazard dynamic model in the simulation on a
regional (large) scale. However, these examples are limited in involving historical events to express
the spatial extent of hazard in the model. This limitation is addressed in this paper.
In addition, the composition of the population and its characteristics, behaviour and interactions
can be modelled to complete the representation of the social environment. To do so, the synthetic
population of agents utilises synthetic social networks, allowing synthetic daily activities to be
generated based on real population data [97,112]. There are several techniques that can be used to
generate a synthetic population, including deterministic reweighting, conditional probability (Monte
Carlo Simulation) and simulated annealing [113]. Moreover, certain rules relating to how people
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respond to the hazardous event can be included, in order to specify the agent’s behaviour [85].
The agents utilised in this model have the ability to observe and measure the hazard level of their
environment and make decisions based on this as well as on their interactions.
3. The Concept of the Volcanic Evacuation Model
Systems
2017,be
5, 53
5 of 27
It
should
noted that no one method has been recognised as the best approach in the development
of an ABM [114]. However, it should contain three main elements: agents, relationships and
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Figure 1. Geographic Information System (GIS) and Agent-Based Model (ABM) interaction concept.

Figure 1. Geographic Information System (GIS) and Agent-Based Model (ABM) interaction concept.

Figure 1 shows the flow of the model from preparation and simulation to output. The output
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3.1. Data
Input
Requirements
Providing a spatially realistic model is important because the location of the crater and the
population distribution are critical in defining the risk. Therefore, some spatial and non-spatial data
were employed as inputs into this model. This data is predominantly comprised of:
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3.1. Data Input Requirements
Providing a spatially realistic model is important because the location of the crater and the
population distribution are critical in defining the risk. Therefore, some spatial and non-spatial data
were employed as inputs into this model. This data is predominantly comprised of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Administrative boundaries (vector data): this is used to populate the agents within the population
unit (district) [120] (see the data in the supplementary material).
Volcanic hazard zones (vector data): setting up the hazard scenarios and spatial distribution
related to the eruption impact.
Land use (vector data): defining the mean centre of population distribution (see [121]). This data
is used to make the distribution of agents spatially similar to the real data.
Census data: defining the number of agents within each population unit [120].
Road networks (vector data): this is used for evacuation routing of agent movement. Open Street
Map data was used in PBF format for this purpose (see [122]). For the purpose of modelling
movement, Dijkstra’s algorithm (see [123]) was utilised to find the shortest path from the origin
location to the destination, as this algorithm is advantageous for analysing evacuation routing in
a dynamic environment [124].
Evacuation shelter data (vector data): the shelter is used to accommodate the evacuees. In the
initial model, the shelters are placed randomly within the city and outside the hazard zone.
It is assumed that people would go to the city, as it will provide much-needed public services.
However, a few datasets have been listed that could be used to improve the model in this aspect
in future work (see [125–129]).

3.2. Agents and Environment
The following list provides an overview of the agents as well as the environment components.
Details of the agents and environment attributes are provided in Table 3. This table also details some
attributes of the agents and environment that indicate geographic location e.g., district ID, latitude, and
longitude. The determinations of both location (spatial) and attributes of the agents are based on the
dataset provided in Section 3.1. The agents consist of volcano, stakeholders and people. The volcano
has a specific coordinate based on its real location, while the human population is spatially distributed
to mimic the real population (Section 3.3). The georeferenced environment where these agents live
comprises population units, hazard zones, route networks and evacuation shelters.
Agents:
1.
2.
3.

Volcano: this is a single agent that can produce activity and influence the hazard zone.
Stakeholders: represent the authority that has the role of observing the volcano and alerting people.
People: represent the people who live in the area surrounding the volcano. This agent has the
ability to decide to move from the hazard zone to a safe area.

Environment:
4.

5.
6.
7.

Population unit: this is a fixed environment that is provided as a GIS region. The population
unit is provided as the district boundary where the agent’s population will be distributed within
this region.
Hazard zones: the hazard zones are provided to express the hazardous environment that is
dynamically changing as the volcanic activity is changing.
Route networks: the evacuation routes that are generated using OpenStreetMap (OSM) are a
fixed environment that is used by agents to move along.
Evacuation shelters: this is a fixed environment that is distributed outside the hazard zones at
GIS points.
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Table 3. Overview of entities and attributes.
Entity

Attribute Name

Attribute Type

Description

Volcano

Latitude
Longitude
Activity length
Activity level
VEI
Activity Scenarios

Double
Double
Integer
Double
List<double>

Latitude of the volcano location
Longitude of the volcano location
The duration of crisis
This represents the level of volcanic activity expressed qualitatively from low (1) to high (4)
Volcanic Explosivity Index
Contains the list of the scenarios of activity length of each level (low to high)

People

District ID
Latitude
Longitude
Home latitude
Home longitude
Movement speed
Hazard level
Destination
Links
Age
Education
Sex

Integer
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Integer
Shelter
List<People>
Integer
Integer
Integer

Number of districts where people live
Latitude of current location
Longitude of current location
Latitude of home location
Longitude of home location
Speed of movement (km/h)
The hazard level of the agent location
The selected destination for evacuation
List of people generated randomly to express agents’ relationship
Age of person generated from custom distribution based on census data
Education level of person generated from custom distribution based on census data
Gender (male = 1, female = 2) of person generated from custom distribution based on census data

Stakeholder

Alert level
Links

Integer
List<People>

Alert level as a result of volcanic activity observation
List of random people who directly receive the alert

Environment

Districts
Hazard zone
Shelters
Routes

List<Polygon>
List<Polygon>
List<Point>
List<Object>

The boundaries of districts (polygon)
The hazard zones (see Figure 1)
Location of shelters as evacuation destinations
Routes where people are moving loaded from OSM
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3.3. Agent Population Generation
Developing a simulation in which the outcomes rely on individual behaviour needs a synthetic
population of human agents in which the heterogeneity of the agents’ characteristics is consistent
with the aggregate of characteristics of the real population [112]. Especially for spatially realistic
simulation purposes, these population characteristics should be similar to real conditions in terms
of socio-demographic attributes as well as spatial distribution [130]. However, the available population
microdata commonly lacks spatial representation detail for household location due to confidentiality
requirements [131]. Therefore, synthetic population generation should not only characterise demographic
character but also geographic location.
A synthetic population is a population built from anonymous survey data at the individual
level [130]. There are several techniques used to generate synthetic populations, include deterministic
reweighting, conditional probability (Monte Carlo simulation) and simulated annealing [113]. Among
these techniques, conditional probability has advantages for use in this model as it contains stochastic
elements. This stochastic condition is needed because the exact data is unknown. This technique
comprises three steps: data preparation, conditional probability simulation development and execution,
and verification to fit the result, with development, execution and verification being iterative processes.
If the verification process finds that deviation from the real data is high, then the process loops back to
the development and execution process to fix possible bugs or logical errors.
In this model, the human agents are generated in individual units for each sub-district of Sleman
that is located in the hazard zones. The number of agents within each district is proportionally minimized
due to limitation of the agents in Anylogic Personal Learning Edition (PLE) (see supplementary data
No. 4). The attributes were matched with the real data using census statistics represented as custom
distribution in AnyLogic. The spatial distribution of the population was also randomly generated to
match the real spatial distribution of the population agent using the centre of gravity model (see [121]),
in which the agent population tends to be distributed randomly within the mean centre of residential
areas. Furthermore, the outcome of the population generation model was verified using statistical and
spatial distribution.
3.4. Agents and Environment Interaction
The ABM of the volcanic evacuation simulation is developed from the relationship between
the volcano and the surrounding population (Figure 2). An active volcano such as Merapi is a
potential threat to the surrounding population. Two other important agents in the interactions are the
stakeholders and the population at risk. Stakeholders, in this case the authorities (government), have
a significant role in observing and analysing the activities of the volcano and in issuing warnings to
the population. In the ABM simulation, these three elements are represented as agents who interact
with the environment. Each agent displays specific behaviour and mechanisms when interacting with
the others, as well as with the environment. The environment is represented through spatial data
with dynamic hazard properties. Meanwhile, the agents live in the environment within a specific
geographic location. The volcano can be represented as a fixed agent that has the ability to influence
the environment, although it has no ability to move, where its influence on the environment (hazard
zone, see Figure 3) depends on its activity level and the intensity of the eruption (volcanic explosivity
index (VEI)). When the volcano becomes active, the environment might change because of the material
emitted from the volcano and thus become dangerous (Tables 4 and 5).
Table 4. Matrix of relationships of the hazard level with VEI and hazard zone (Source: [132]).
Zone VEI
High
Medium
Low

1

2

3

High High High
MediumMediumHigh
Low Low Low

4
High
High
Low
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The hazard map (Figure 3) is developed based on historical records of eruptions together with
deposit analysis [20,132,138] that summarizes these events. The map expresses the spatial extent of
hazard that relates to the location of the volcano. The hazard level of the area close to the summit is
the
highest, followed by the successive zones. The VEI influences the hazard level of each because
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Figure 4. The dynamic changes of hazard level of the zones during the simulation in two different
scenarios [132].
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Risk communications deal with the dissemination of risk warning regarding the probability of
disaster occurrence within a community. There are three models of interaction in emergency
situations, namely vertical (top-down), peer to peer and horizontally broadcast [143].
Communication among people at risk (horizontal communication) is believed to be an effective
way to increase the reach of a broadcast. However, the delivering of risk warnings through social
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•

Risk communications deal with the dissemination of risk warning regarding the probability of
disaster occurrence within a community. There are three models of interaction in emergency situations,
namely vertical (top-down), peer to peer and horizontally broadcast [143]. Communication among
people at risk (horizontal communication) is believed to be an effective way to increase the reach
of a broadcast. However, the delivering of risk warnings through social interaction also has
the potential result of miscoordination [143]. This can lead to the occurrence of congestion and
shadow
[144].
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evacuation decisions than warnings received from mass media [147].
•
Disaster likelihood and/or environmental cues and/or natural signals also influence evacuation

Disaster likelihood and/or environmental cues and/or natural signals also influence evacuation
decisions [45,147]. Studies of volcano and flood evacuation have identified that natural signals
decisions [45,147]. Studies of volcano and flood evacuation have identified that natural signals
are the most important factors in evacuation decision [147]. Others state that risk perception is
are the most important factors in evacuation decision [147]. Others state that risk perception is
associated with environmental cues as well as with the characteristics of the hazard [142].
associated with environmental cues as well as with the characteristics of the hazard [142].
•
Risk perception is a critical aspect in understanding how individuals decide to evacuate or to

Risk perception is a critical aspect in understanding how individuals decide to evacuate or to stay
stay [140]. Risk perception is also responsible for influencing people in their decisions about when
[140]. Risk perception is also responsible for influencing people in their decisions about when
they should evacuate and when they should return home during and after a crisis [148].
they should evacuate and when they should return home during and after a crisis [148].

Figure 5.
5. Main
characteristics.
Figure
Main agent
agent (people)
(people) characteristics.

The social and physical aspects of influencing factors in evacuation decisions that are presented
The social and physical aspects of influencing factors in evacuation decisions that are presented
in Figure 5 are involved in the model developed in this study. Generalisation and simplification were
in Figure 5 are involved in the model developed in this study. Generalisation and simplification were
applied to make the modelling feasible. For the risk communication procedure, the model implements
applied to make the modelling feasible. For the risk communication procedure, the model implements
top-down as well as horizontal broadcasting as models for communicating the warning. This is to
top-down as well as horizontal broadcasting as models for communicating the warning. This is to
represent real conditions in which not all people directly receive alerts from government sources. The
represent real conditions in which not all people directly receive alerts from government sources.
warning can be delivered through several layers of actors [43] as well as being broadcast among the
The warning can be delivered through several layers of actors [43] as well as being broadcast among
population at risk. For this reason, agents are utilised in connection to other agents to express their
the population at risk. For this reason, agents are utilised in connection to other agents to express
social network. Some of them (1 in 100 people) are connected directly to the stakeholder, who
their social network. Some of them (1 in 100 people) are connected directly to the stakeholder, who
represents the authority network delivering the evacuation command. When the volcano is active, it
represents the authority network delivering the evacuation command. When the volcano is active,
sends signals to all the other agents expressing cues for disaster likelihood. Meanwhile, the agents
it sends signals to all the other agents expressing cues for disaster likelihood. Meanwhile, the agents
(people and stakeholders) perceive the risk by classifying the hazard level of their location based on
(people and stakeholders) perceive the risk by classifying the hazard level of their location based on
the matrix presented in Section 3.4.
the matrix presented in Section 3.4.
4. Initial Model Design and Implementation
4.1. Initial Design of the Model
Based on the above conceptual framework, the initial model is developed and implemented
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4. Initial Model Design and Implementation
4.1. Initial Design of the Model
Based on the above conceptual framework, the initial model is developed and implemented
using AnyLogic. Then, the agents are developed, consisting of the volcano, stakeholders, and people
living within a geographically explicit environment and with concurrent properties/attributes and
rules (Figure 6) (see the detailed attributes in documentation included as supplementary material).
The environment aspect contains a map of the boundary of the district in which the population
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Figure 6. Agents—environment mechanism and interaction flowchart.
Figure 6. Agents—environment mechanism and interaction flowchart.
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consists of the disaster warning, whereas the horizontal interactions occur between human agents in
communicating the disaster warning, their departure times and destinations.
Based on the flow chart in Figure 6, rules are developed for each agent in the model. The rules
for each agent are expressed as an activity state chart in AnyLogic. This consists of the alerting
mechanism, the volcanic-activity-changing mechanism and the evacuation mechanism. Interaction is
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procedure from the stakeholder agent to the human agents that consists of the disaster warning,
whereas the horizontal interactions occur between human agents in communicating the disaster
warning, their departure times and destinations.
Based on the flow chart in Figure 6, rules are developed for each agent in the model. The rules for
each agent are expressed as an activity state chart in AnyLogic. This consists of the alerting mechanism,
the volcanic-activity-changing mechanism and the evacuation mechanism. Interaction is handled by
sending a message to the other agents. Furthermore, an interface is developed that can be used to
monitor the simulation spatially or statistically. The screenshot of the developed ABM simulation
that can be run from the AnyLogic portal is provided in Figure 7 (see the supplementary materials).
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Figure 7. Screenshot of model implementation using AnyLogic. Red dots at (A) are the initial spatial
Figure 7. Screenshot of model implementation using AnyLogic. Red dots at (A) are the initial spatial
distribution of people at risk. Grey dots are the people outside the danger zones. Subsequently, the
distribution of people at risk. Grey dots are the people outside the danger zones. Subsequently, the
people dots change to yellow with the increment of hazard levels at (B–D). The movements of people
people dots change to yellow with the increment of hazard levels at (B–D). The movements of people
and the changing of the spatial distribution of individuals are displayed at (B–D). The monitor chart
and the changing of the spatial distribution of individuals are displayed at (B–D). The monitor chart is
is (a) monitoring the simulated volcanic activity level, (b) monitoring the number of people at risk
(a) monitoring the simulated volcanic activity level; (b) monitoring the number of people at risk and
and (c) monitoring the percentage of people evacuating.
(c) monitoring the percentage of people evacuating.

4.2. Potential Use of the Model to Support Evacuation Management
Evacuation management requires decision support that can be generated from predominantly
spatial information [57]. Information that can be generated from this simulation includes (1) spatial
distribution of human exposure that is valuable in analysing volcanic risk to people and providing
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4.2. Potential Use of the Model to Support Evacuation Management
Evacuation management requires decision support that can be generated from predominantly
spatial information [57]. Information that can be generated from this simulation includes (1) spatial
distribution of human exposure that is valuable in analysing volcanic risk to people and providing
effective evacuation strategy [149–151]; (2) information related to the volcanic disaster outcome in
various scenarios, which is valuable in providing adjustable evacuation planning for changing hazard
scenarios [121]; (3) information on route density analysis that can be used in managing evacuation
routes to avoid high congestion, which may hold up the evacuation processes [72,152,153]; (4) information
about variation in evacuation destination preferences provided by the evacuee distribution model that
might produce a range of distribution scenarios concerning evacuees, this being information helpful
in supporting shelter provision, logistical support, services and commodity-needs planning [154];
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Figure 8. Example of result analysis of people at risk in different time steps using GIS.
Figure 8. Example of result analysis of people at risk in different time steps using GIS.

4.2.2. Analysing the Evacuation Outcome in Different Scenarios
4.2.2. Analysing the Evacuation Outcome in Different Scenarios
Knowing the possible evacuation outcome in various scenarios is important [121], and so
Knowing the possible evacuation outcome in various scenarios is important [121], and so
evacuation simulation should accommodate this requirement. The percentage of people at risk and
evacuation simulation should accommodate this requirement. The percentage of people at risk
the evacuating population in every time step of the simulation has been captured. The result of this
and the evacuating population in every time step of the simulation has been captured. The result
information is the dynamic changing of human exposure (in medium- and high-level hazard zones)
of this information is the dynamic changing of human exposure (in medium- and high-level hazard
and evacuees temporally, as presented in Figure 9. This figure shows the variability of the human
exposure percentage between scenarios 1 and 4 of the VEI. This variability results from the differences
in the spatial extent of the impact (see Figure 4). Furthermore, the stochasticity of the model is also
slightly affected by both the number of human exposures/evacuees and the evacuation rate, as shown
by the curve. This stochasticity is shown in the variations in the chart, resulting from the randomness
of the population distribution and the varying departure time decisions present in the simulations.
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zones) and evacuees temporally, as presented in Figure 9. This figure shows the variability of the
human exposure percentage between scenarios 1 and 4 of the VEI. This variability results from the
differences in the spatial extent of the impact (see Figure 4). Furthermore, the stochasticity of the
model is also slightly affected by both the number of human exposures/evacuees and the evacuation
rate, as shown by the curve. This stochasticity is shown in the variations in the chart, resulting from
the randomness of the population distribution and the varying departure time decisions present in
the
simulations.
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4.2.4. Evacuee Distribution Analysis
Planning the distribution of services, logistical support and commodity needs for evacuees
requires supporting data for the distribution of evacuees [154]. This is especially significant in
Merapi, where the evacuation shelters are mostly non-permanent and the community surrounding the
hazard zone can better plan the voluntarily building of emergency evacuation shelters [7] to simulate
the possible distribution of evacuees. In this model, the distribution of evacuees was modelled
based on the assumption that people will vary in selecting their destinations. The human agents are
randomly categorised into three categories: those who prefer the nearest shelter, those who prefer to
ask their relatives (other agents), and those who randomly select their destination. The real destination
preference of people remains under investigation and will be included in a future model. The results

Figure 10. Example of the result of route density analysis.

Evacuation routing is another important aspect of evacuation modelling, especially for a largescale evacuation that potentially produces congestion [72,152,153]. Here, 1000 human agents were
selected randomly and their movements tracked consistently. The dataset resulting from this
technique was analysed in GIS and produced the route density analysis presented in Figure 10. This
Systems 2017, 5, 53
16 of 28
figure reveals the relative density of the roads from the residential areas surrounding Merapi volcano
to the five evacuation shelters that are placed randomly around the city. From this analysis, several
of
the simulation
presented
in Figure
where the
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variationsSuch
in theinformation
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major
roads thatare
may
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with11,evacuees
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can
be observed
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runs.
support
traffic management,
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zone can better plan the voluntarily building of emergency evacuation shelters [7] to simulate the
possible distribution of evacuees. In this model, the distribution of evacuees was modelled based on
the assumption that people will vary in selecting their destinations. The human agents are randomly
categorised into three categories: those who prefer the nearest shelter, those who prefer to ask their
relatives (other agents), and those who randomly select their destination. The real destination
preference of people remains under investigation and will be included in a future model. The results
of the simulation are presented in Figure 11, where the slight variations in the distribution of evacuees
Figure 10. Example of the result of route density analysis.
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found by [157,158], has not been considered. The human agents are characterised by random
preparation time of up to 12 h. Such preparation time is needed in evacuation processes for activities
such as protecting property [39], gathering family members [146,159] and evacuating livestock [160].
The result of the varying clearance time in different scenarios is presented in Figure 12. The real
variability in departure time (see Figure 13) will be included in future work, with the aim of
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5. Towards a Validation of the Model with Real Data
There are several procedures that can be used to validate the ABM simulation [162]. Dixit presents
one of these appropriate procedures for a microscopic evacuation model [163]. This method is applied
by making a comparison using a statistical approach between the simulation results and the real data.
It is possible to make such a comparison of this model by setting up the spatio-temporal parameters of
the disaster with data from a past event and comparing the results with the model. There are several
records related to previous Merapi eruptions [2,164], but the last eruption in 2010 is relatively better
documented than the others. This documentation includes a chronology of the eruption, evacuation
data and the spatial distribution of the evacuees.
The Merapi eruption crisis of 2010 took place over 104 days [4]. The chronological detail of
this eruption is provided in [50]. During the crisis, the volcano’s activity level changed over time.
To make it more straightforward, this activity can be divided into four classes: normal (excluded
from the volcanic crisis period), low, medium and high. Figure 13 presents the activity profile during
Figure 14. Comparison of the average simulation result (10 runs) with the real data for the 2010
the 2010 eruption, from rest conditions to the climax of activities to the return to normal conditions.
evacuation. Note: the returning home process is excluded from this comparison.
The government issued several alerts during this crisis to anticipate the occurrence of the disaster
(Figure
13). aAlerts
and warnings
are part
the Data
social capacity of the community in the event of
5. Towards
Validation
of the Model
withofReal
a disaster. Disaster warnings are a communicative process comprising interrelated activities and
There are several procedures that can be used to validate the ABM simulation [162]. Dixit
presents one of these appropriate procedures for a microscopic evacuation model [163]. This method
is applied by making a comparison using a statistical approach between the simulation results and
the real data. It is possible to make such a comparison of this model by setting up the spatio-temporal
parameters of the disaster with data from a past event and comparing the results with the model.
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procedures [165]. As this is produced from observation of the likelihood of disaster, it commonly
includes many uncertainties and limitations and so can result in false warnings and/or an unexpected
eruption [166]. The authorities in Merapi produce disaster warnings by means of observing the
volcano’s activity, warnings being delivered through several layers of actors [43]. The warning steps,
referring to the actual warning procedures in Merapi, are provided by considering the volcanic
activities occurring [4]. Figure 13 also provides real data on the 2010 evacuation [161], demonstrating
a major increase in the number of evacuees resulting from the evacuation process and a significant
decrease resulting from the return-entry process (returning home after the crisis).
The data taken from the 2010 eruption records can be used to set up the evacuation simulation,
as undertaken by Mas et al. [67] for the 2004 tsunami. Subsequently, the outcome of the simulation
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5. Towards a Validation of the Model with Real Data
There are several procedures that can be used to validate the ABM simulation [162]. Dixit
presents one of these appropriate procedures for a microscopic evacuation model [163]. This method
is applied by making a comparison using a statistical approach between the simulation results and
the real data. It is possible to make such a comparison of this model by setting up the spatio-temporal
parameters of the disaster with data from a past event and comparing the results with the model.
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6. Discussion and Future Work
The importance of developing a volcanic evacuation model is presented in this paper. This is
followed by the formulation of a conceptual design and the initial implementation of the model using
AnyLogic. This is used to illustrate the potential use of such a model to support the decision-making
for evacuation management. Models can also potentially be used to simulate the evacuation processes
in various scenarios, such as the integrated GIS and simulation model developed by [10]; however,
compared to that model, the implementation of the model in this study, using the new ABM approach
and new technology (AnyLogic), provides a superior method of modelling population behaviour
and interaction.
This initial model development provides a novel approach for integrating the hazard model into
the simulation. The approach is different from the tsunami model [67,88] or the flood model [96],
which employ a hydrodynamic numerical process to generate the hazard. The hazard model in
this simulation is expressed as zones. This was originated from historical records of eruptions [132]
and enabled the hazard zones to be adjusted to the simulation scenarios as well as to the level of
volcanic activity. However, several improvements are required to validate this simulation model
with the real data from previous evacuations and for further decision-support purposes. There are
some aspects of the evacuation processes from the 2006 and 2010 data, for example, that could not be
accommodated in this initial model and this will be improved in future work. These aspects include
the decision-making of agents, synthetic population development, and the effect of social networks on
agent (people) decisions.
Firstly, the evaluation of the decision-making mechanisms of agents needs to be improved.
All people at risk were evacuating in the simulation (see Section 4.1), but the real data from the
evacuations in 2006 and 2010 reveal that not everyone took part in the evacuation, meaning that
some of the population disobeyed the evacuation order and preferred to stay at home during the
crisis (see [157,158]). It was observed that, in the 2006 eruption, individuals in some areas of Merapi
disobeyed the evacuation order and suffered the consequences of the eruption [43]. The evacuation
rate at this time was 0.63 [158]. A similar phenomenon occurred in 2010, in which there were large
numbers of reluctant people although the scale of the disaster was larger [157]. Some concepts of
decision-making, such as those presented in [168,169], could be used as background to improve this
evacuation model in the future.
Secondly, the synthetic population agents need to be improved for family aggregation characteristics.
This model applied loosely distributed individual agents, whereas, in the real world, the agents are
generally grouped in families. Although statistically and spatially the synthetic population in this
model closely matched with the real-world situation, this drawback should be addressed in future
work. Within the family/household situation where agents stay together or evacuate together, the
outcome might be different from the individual decisions they might have made. The agents might
also consider waiting with their families before evacuating [146,159], leading to delays.
Thirdly, the effect of social influence and the probability of successful contact among people on
the evacuation decision might be varying and this might affect the outcome. This model ignores these
variables and assumed that all agents always successfully make contact with their connections and
always follow the commands given. In addition, it is possible for people to ignore the evacuation order
altogether [157]. A good example of this is presented by Wise [97], in which studying these variables is
expressed as contact success probability and communication success probability; these concepts could
be used to improve this model. The decision result as a response from interaction may vary among
people, based on their perception of risk, and, because of such interactions, people at risk may socially
aggregate in making decisions or/and in the evacuation process.
7. Conclusions
This article was developed based on four points of focus: (1) highlighting the importance of
providing evacuation simulation for Merapi; (2) providing and introducing the initial design of
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ABM for volcanic evacuation simulation; (3) demonstrating the potential uses of the model to support
evacuation decisions; and (4) evaluating the initial design and giving insights for further improvements.
This paper contributes to the development of ABM for large-scale evacuation simulation by integrating
the hazard model, especially regarding volcanic hazard, which is a topic absent from the literature.
The evacuation simulation of a volcanic crisis involving Mount Merapi is important for improving
evacuation management as an element of disaster risk reduction. Therefore, we initially developed
this model as the basis for further application purposes. The volcanic evacuation model represents
the relationships between physical and human agents, consisting of the volcano, stakeholders, the
population at risk and the environment. Some potential uses of this model to support decision-making
were demonstrated—for instance, analysing route densities, evacuees’ distribution in shelters, and the
evacuation outcome in various scenarios. The comparison of some simulation results with real data
was provided with the aim of evaluating this model. We found that there are discrepancies between
the simulation results and the real data. Based on this, we suggest improvements to several aspects of
this model, including the decision-making of agents, synthetic population development and the effect
of social networks on agent decisions.
Supplementary Materials: Online Model: http://www.runthemodel.com/models/k-RgpNLa1oojYE1To31FJa/.
Simulation Video: https://osf.io/qr65b/. Application documentation: https://osf.io/7yf3p/. Population unit
and data: https://osf.io/k6d2n/.
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